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SYNOPSIS: Nearly eighty one-dim ensional consolidation tests, including constant-raie-of-strain, single-load, m ultiple-stage-load and step- 

temperature creep, have been performed on a fibrous peat. Test results indicate that the theories o f a unique end-of-primary void ratio, a constant 

Cq /C c  ratio and Asaoka’s observational procedure are not suitable for this peat. Evidence also suggests that a unique vertical effective stiess-void 
ratio-void ratio rate relationship exists in the normally consolidated range. Compression rate is significantly affected by soil temperature and a 

thermal precompression method for in situ improvement o f peat soils is proposed.

IN T R O D U C T IO N  V O ID  R A T IO -L O G A R IT H M  O F  T IM E  R E L A T IO N SH IP

The basis o f a successful preloading design for the improvement o f soft 

ground is a method to predict both the magnitude and rate o f settlement. 
Widely applicable, reliable settlement theories are as yet unavailable for 
peats. The compression behavior o f peat differs from  most inorganic 

soils in that peats undergo large creep settlement (i.e., compression 
under constant effective stress). A s a  result, m ost consolidation 

theories, which are primarily concerned with hydrodynamic dissipation 
of excess pore pressure, arc o f limitrH usefulness for peats. In order to 
more closely study fundamental peat behavior, an intensive laboratory 

testing program  has been com pleted on a single fibrous peat from 
M iddleton, W isconsin, U .S.A. The objectives o f  this paper are to 
report evidence regarding the applicability o f  recently proposed clay 
compression theories to peats and to present a newly developed concept 
o f thermal precompression.

D E S C R IP T IO N  O F  PE A T  AND T E S T IN G  PR O G R A M

In general, void ratio-logarithm  o f time (e-log t) curves for peat arc 

different from those o f most inorganic soils. Figure 1 shows the effect 
o f load-increment ratio on the shape o f the e-log t curves from tests on 
Middleton peat. Settlement curves are shown for four CS tests at loads 

o f 50 to 75, 50 to 100, 50 to 150 and 50 to 300 kPa, giving LIR values 

o f 0.5, 1, 2 and 5, respectively. To allow clear comparison o f their

shapes, the curves are plotted using change of void ratio, Ae, from that 

at the beginning o f the load increment. The time for end-of-primary 
consolidation, based on pore pressure measurement, is completed at 
time tp (with corresponding void ratio ep) and is shown for each. Figure

1 indicates that, in each case, the contribution of creep to total settlement 
is large. For sm all L IR , prim ary and secondary  stages are 

indistinguishable and the tangential slope (Q x=  -de/91og t) gradually 

increases with time giving rise to a steeper tertiary compression segment 

on the logarithmic plot (Dhowian and Edil, 1980). On the other hand, 
for large LIR, end o f primary consolidation is indicated by a break in 

slope and tertiary compression is less pronounced.

M iddleton peat is a dark brown, poorly-humified, fibrous peat which 

has the following average index properties: fiber content = 50%, water 

content = 550%, organic content = 93% and initial void ratio = 10.5. It 
is normally Consolidated and has a preconsolidation stress o f  25 kPa. 
Samples were obtained using thin-walled Shelby tubes and by hand 
excavation o f  large blocks from  a test pit at a depth o f 1.4 m. 

Oedom eter tests were perform ed on both large (diam eter = 295 mm, 

height = 1 1 8  mm) and standard-size (diameter = 63 mm, height = 25 

mm) specimens. Both specimen sizes were cut to the same diameter-to- 

height ratio  o f 2.5 to 1 to ensure that side friction effects would be 
comparable. In all tests, one-way drainage was permitted with pore 
pressure measurements taken at the base o f each specimen.

In all, nearly eighty one-dim ensional consolidation tests have been 

performed on Middleton peat. Constant-rate-of-strain (CRS) tests were 

conducted at various strain rates, single-load constant-stress (CS) tests 
were perform ed at various final stress values and multiple-stage-load 

(MSL) tests were conducted at various load-increment ratio (LIR) and 
load-increment duration (LID). In addition, step-temperature creep tests 

were conducted to determ ine the dependenc6"of creep rate on soil 

temperature.

Time (min)

Fig. 1. Settlement curves for various LIR
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U N IQ U E  E N D -O F-PR IM A R Y  VO ID R A T IO

The unique end-of-primary (EOP) concept states that the EOP void ratio 
is independent o f the time required for primary consolidation to occur 
(M esri and C hoi, 1985). U sing this assum ption , oedom eter 

compression data can be used directly to predict EOP void ratio in the 
field. There is a lack o f agreement in the literature regarding the validity 
o f this concept (Kabbaj, Tavenas and Leioueil, 1988)

To test the concept for peat, EOP tests were perform ed on large and 
standard-sizc specimens carved from a single block o f Middleton peat. 
An EOP test is an M SL test (LIR = 1) in which each load increment is 
applied at the completion o f primary consolidation o f the previous 

increment. For this testing program, a specimen was considered to be at 
the end of primary consolidation when the measured pore pressure at the 
base decreased to 5%  o f  its peak value. The EOP compression data o f 
the large and standard specimens are compared in Figure 2. The curve 
for the large specimen plots in the middle o f the spread o f data for the 

standard specimens up to a consolidation pressure o f 50 kPa. Beyond
50 kPa, it falls below those for all o f  the standard specimens.

Figure 2 suggests that Cp for thick specimens is less than that for thin 

specim ens under virgin loading conditions. It is possible that the 

observed discrepancy between ep values will be more significant as the 
thickness ratio increases (due to the greater disparity o f tn values). As 
most field applications involve a ratio o f 100 or greater, the use o f thin 
specimens to predict field ep may be questionable for peats (Edil, Fox 
and Lan, 1991a).

C O N ST A N T  C a /C c R A T IO

In recent years, many studies o f one-dimensional clay compression have 

suggested that the ratio o f coefficient o f secondary compression (Cq) to 

com pression index ( Q  = -de/dlog a  y) is constant. M esri and 

Godlewski (1977) stated that, for any natural soil, the ratio o f Cq to Cc 

is constant for any time, effective stress, and void ratio  during 
secondary compression.

For any given load increment, the slopes o f the e-log a  'v and e-log t 

curves yield pairs o f  corresponding Q  and Ca  values, respectively. 
Figure 3 shows a typical plot o f  Ca  vs. Cc for Middleton peat from a 

long-term  MSL test (LIR = 1, LID = 10 weeks) including points from 

both secondary and tertiary compression phases. The data points are 
scattered and do not suggest a clear linear relationship between Cq and 

Q .  Two linear regression lines were fitted to the data o f  Figure 3. One

corresponds to all data poin ts and the o ther only to secondary 
compression points. Although the fit o f both lines is poor, the scatter of 
data is reduced by eliminating the tertiary compression points. It is also 
seen that both regression lines do not pass through the origin.A review 

o f all test results indicate that, for M iddleton peat, a poor linear 
relationship exists between Cq and Q  and this relationship worsens if 
tertiary compression points are included (Fox, Edil and Lan, 1992). 

Unlike previously published data, linear regression lines fitted to Cq vs. 

C c  plots, when extrapolated, do not pass through the origin. C q / C c  v s . 

void ratio plots also show significant scatter but indicate that, in general, 
Cq/Cc ratio increases with decreasing void ratio. Load-increment ratio 
and sample disturbance are significant factors affecting the Ca  vs. Cc 

relationship. The fact that m ost inorganic soils do not exhibit 
exaggerated creep effects or tertiary compression may explain, in part, 

the success o f the C q /Q  concept for clays.

U N IQ U E  o ; - e - e  R E L A T IO N S H IP

The unique Oy-e-e concept states that at any given instant under 

m onotonic loading conditions vertical effective stress, void ratio and 

void ratio rate (i.e., time rate o f void ratio change) are functionally

related. For CS and M SL tests, o  y is constant after prim ary 

consolidation and, according to the theory, e is uniquely defined by the 

instantaneous void ratio. For CRS tests, e is held constant and o  y is 

uniquely defined by the instantaneous void ratio. Leroueil et al. (1985) 
concluded that a unique effective stress-strain-strain rate relationship 

exists for normally consolidated Champlain clay.

Figure 4 shows vertical effective stress vs. void ratio plots at three void 
ratio rates for CS and MSL tests on Middleton peat. The MSL tests are 

#5 (LIR = 1, LID = 10 weeks), #6 (LIR = 1, LID = 5 days) and #B21 
(LIR = 1, LID variable). Test #7 is also an MSL test in which LID = 5 

days and stress was applied in equal 25 kPa increments from 0  to 400 
kPa. The CS tests are #B1, #B10, #B2, #B5, #B20 and #B19 which 

were conducted at final stress values o f 100, 122, 150, 200, 250 and 
300 kPa, respectively. Figure 4 shows that for the same effective stress 
and void ratio rate, the void ratios are approximately the same. Figure 5 
shows void ratio vs. effective stress for CS, M SL and CRS tests at a 
void ratio rate o f  0.0005/m in (Lan, 1992). Superimposed are single 

data points from CS and MSL tests at the same void ratio rate. The 

agreement o f  tests in Figures 4 and 5 suggests that a unique a  y-e-e 

relationship, independent o f stress path, exists for M iddleton peat in the 

normally consolidated range. However, these test results may not be 

sufficient to entirely rule out the importance o f time rate o f effective 
stress change on compression behavior.
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Fig. 2. EOP curves for standard and large specimens
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Fig. 3. C a  vs. Cc for M iddlèton peat
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Fig. 4. Compression curves for CS and MSL tests
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Fig. 5. cjy-e-è relationship for CRS, CS and MSL tests

In order to examine the effectiveness o f Asaoka's method, a number of 

laboratory and field cases involving both clays and peats have been 

analyzed (Edil, Fox and Lan, 1991b). For inorganic soils, good 

predictions could be obtained provided that the appropriate At is chosen.

For peat, A saoka's observational m ethod was applied to a field 

com pression case involving the construction o f an earth m ound in 

Richfield, Minnesota, U.S.A. The mound rises 4.9 m above a 7 m 

thick amorphous peat deposit. This well-humified peat has a natural 
water content of 100-300%, an organic content of 35%, and a fiber 

content o f  14%. Asaoka diagrams were prepared for At = 10 to 70

days. Figure 6 shows the Asaoka diagram for At = 30 days. Unlike 

typical diagrams for clay, the data points in Figure 6 are bilinear and two 

lines can be drawn, giving two possible sp values. Neither value 

accurately predicts the actual end of primary settlement in the field. As 

in the case for clay, the choice of At has a significant impact on the 

calculated Sp values. A review of data from other case histories and 

laboratory oedometer tests indicates that, for peats, Asaoka diagrams are 

generally bilinear, especially for large At. As a result, Asaoka's method 

appears to be unreliable for peats.

s n-i (mm)

Fig. 6. Asaoka diagram for Richfield fill 

T E M P E R A T U R E  E F F E C T  ON C O M PR E SS IO N  R A TE

O B SER V A T IO N A L  P R O C E D U R E  FO R  S E T T L E M E N T

Due to the uncertainty o f  applying consolidation theory to in situ 

conditions, many engineers have built test fills in the field to directly 

measure the settlem ent o f a consolidating layer. In 1978, Asaoka 

described an "observational procedure" in which early field settlement 
data is used to predict end-of-prim ary settlem ent and the in situ 
coefficient of consolidation. A working observational method for peats 

would be particularly useful because o f their complex compression 
behavior and the high variability o f properties within typical deposits.

To apply Asaoka's method, n+1 settlement observations ( s q ,  S j ,  S2 .........

s„ ) are needed under constant load and at a constant arbitrary time 

interval. At. These observations are then plotted on a graph o f sn 

(ordinate) vs. S|,.] (abscissa) called the "Asaoka diagram". According to 
the theory, these points should form a straight line with an intercept o f 

Po and a slope o f P i. The intersection o f the fitted line with the bisector 

line o f  the Asaoka diagram , defined by sn = sn- i, gives the end of 
primary settlement, S p , in the field. The coefficient o f consolidation can

be calculated from  Pi. Asaoka (1978) stated that the accuracy o f the 

graphical method depends on the magnitude of At, with larger At values 

giving greater accuracy. However, no suggestions are provided for the 

appropriate choice o f At.

For m ost soil com pression theories, the effects o f  tem perature on 

com pression rate and long-term  creep are excluded or assum ed 
negligible. Recent research has shown that the effect o f temperature on 
compression behavior o f Middleton peat is very significant (Fox, 1992).

Figure 7 is a plot o f void ratio  rate vs. void ratio for a variable- 
tem perature M SL test at the 75 kPa load increment. A t e = 7.45, 

specimen temperature was quickly raised from 14 to 24°C and void ratio 
rate increases dramatically. Pore pressure also increases in response to 

the tem perature increase. In Figure 7, EOP m arks the completion of

pore pressure dissipation. By extrapolation, two void ratio rates (¿] and

¿2), corresponding to two temperatures (Ti and T2), can be obtained at a 

single void ratio and effective stress. To correlate the temperature and 

void ratio rate increases, n "thermal coefficient o f creep", C t, is defined

The thermal response shown in Figure 7 gives Ct  = 0.261. Similar 

step-tem perature procedures were perform ed for 10 additional MSL 
tests, at varying values o f void ratio, effective stress and magnitude of 

tem perature change. In all cases, Ct  = 0.26 ±  0.02. For Middleton 
peat, the therm al coefficient o f creep is independent o f void ratio, 

effective stress and magnitude o f temperature change.
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Void Ratio

Fig. 7. Void ratio rate response to temperature increase

Time (min)

Fig. 8. Thermal precompression effect for M iddleton peat

B ased on laboratory  experim ents, a concep t term ed "therm al 
precompression" is proposed for in situ improvement and reduction o f 

long term  creep settlem ent o f peats. According to the therm al 

precom pression m ethod, a peat is heated and then cooled under 
m oderate surcharge loading. During the heating phase, settlement is 
accelerated over that obtained from conventional preloading techniques 
alone. After the soil is cooled, further long-term settlement is greatly 
reduced. Figure 8 shows the typical laboratory response o f M iddleton 
peat to the thermal precompression method. Vertical stress was held 

constant at 250 kPa throughout the course o f  heating and cooling. One 
day after the load was applied, the specimen was rapidly heated from 14 

to 60°C and the settlement rate increased drastically. After allowing one 
week o f  settlement at this temperature, the soil was cooled to room 

tem perature. O ver the next nine weeks, v irtually  no additional 

settlement o r rebound occurred. This is the only method available at 
present to arrest the long term  com pression tendency of this peat. 
Furthermore, use of reduced surcharge loads in the field decreases the 
potential for instability during precompression.

C O N C L U S IO N S

tim e-settlem ent curves is affected by load-increm ent ra tio  and, 
typically, Q ,  is not constant but increases in time under constant 

effective stress.
2) End-of-primary settlement o f thin specimens tends to underestimate 

that o f  thick specim ens in the virg in  loading range. D irect 
application o f  laboratory test data to predict end-of-prim ary void 

ratio in the field may be questionable for peats.
3) A well-defined linear relationship between Q , and Cc has not been 

observed. The existence o f tertiary compression for Middleton peat 

worsens the correlation between Ca and Q .

4) There is evidence to suggest that a unique o  'v-c -t relationship exists 

for norm ally consolidated M iddleton peat. Stress path and time 

duration do  no t appear to have a significant im pact on the 

relationship under monotonic load conditions.
5) Asaoka's observational procedure offers trem endous advantages 

because o f its sim plicity. How ever, until the tim e increm ent 
problem is resolved, it should be used with caution for clays and is 

not recommended for peats.
6) Tem perature has a  significant impact on the com pression rate o f 

Middleton peaL The thermal coefficient o f creep is not a function of 

void ratio, effective stress o r m agnitude o f temperature change. A 
thermal precompression method is proposed as a means to reduce 

long-term creep settlement o f peats.
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A thorough study o f the one-dimensional behavior o f Middleton peat has 
led to the following conclusions:

1) Long-duration oedometer tests on Middleton peat clearly show the 
important contribution of creep to total settlem ent The shape of
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